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We present a theory of excitonic quantum Hall droplet �EXQHD� at filling factor �=2 in a self-assembled
quantum dot �SAD� subject to strong perpendicular magnetic field B. Using exact diagonalization technique we
determine the ground and excited states, the stability against spin flips, and the optical emission spectrum of
the �=2 EXQHDs. In contrast with one-component electronic droplets, the singlet-singlet �=2 EXQHD is
found to be intrinsically correlated, and stable even in high magnetic fields due to the neutrality of exciton. The
characteristic spin related emission spectrum and its magnetic field evolution from the EXQHD are predicted.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Integer and fractional quantum Hall effects in strongly
interacting two-dimensional �2D� systems have been exten-
sively investigated.1 In contrast to an electron system, the 2D
electron-hole system in the spin polarized lowest Landau
level is predicted to have a simple nature due to hidden sym-
metry �HS�.2 The HS results from the degeneracy of the Lan-
dau level �LL� and the symmetry of the electron-electron
�e-e�, electron-hole �e-h�, and hole-hole �h-h� interactions.
The many cancellations of the e-e, h-h, and e-h interactions
yield a simple form of the commutator �H , P+�=EXP+ be-
tween the Hamiltonian H of the e-h system and polarization
operator P+, where EX is the exciton energy.3 As a result, a
class of eigenstates, the multiplicative states, of the strongly
correlated NX-exciton system, is known.

The concept of hidden symmetry has been extended to
degeneracies in self-assembled quantum dots �SADs� in zero
and weak magnetic fields.4–8 It was found that, for even
number NX of excitons on a degenerate electronic shell of
SAD, additional hidden symmetry exists. This symmetry, as-
sociated with bi-exciton operator Q+, involves pairs of elec-
trons and holes and leads to degeneracy of the singlet-singlet
�SS� bi-exciton and the spin polarized triplet-triplet �TT� bi-
exciton generated by the �P+�2 operator.3–6

Recent optical experiments on self-assembled quantum
dots in high magnetic fields9,10 demonstrate that it is possible
to experimentally examine photo-generated electrons and
holes occupying the quantum dot states of the lowest Landau
level �LLL�. Such a droplet, shown schematically in Fig. 1,
will be called here the excitonic quantum Hall droplet
�EXQHDs� by analogy to one-component electronic quan-
tum Hall droplets.

Much is known about electronic quantum Hall droplets
�QHDs� in lateral gated quantum dots.11–35 The Coulomb and
spin blockade spectra identified the �=2 and �=1 quantum
Hall droplets as a function of the magnetic field and electron
number.14,16,19,20,35 Experimentally, the most easily identified
in the addition spectra is the �=2 QHD.19–21 The stability of

the �=2 QHD against transitions into second Landau level at
low magnetic fields as well as against spin flips at high mag-
netic fields was studied theoretically and experimentally.25,35

The spin flip transitions can be understood by retaining only
states of the LLL. In the �=2 droplet in the lowest Landau
level approximation, electrons with spin up and down oc-
cupy successive angular momentum states m. There is only
one configuration with this total angular momentum Ltot and
hence the �=2 electronic QHD is an exact eigenstate of the
interacting Hamiltonian.25 With increasing magnetic field the
ground state �GS� of the electronic QHD evolves from the
spin singlet �=2 state toward spin-polarized state at �=1. It
was found that strong correlations give rise to oscillations of
the total spin at filling factor 1���2.11,26–28,30,35,36 By con-
trast with electronic QHDs, in excitonic QHD it is possible
to move simultaneously the electron and valence hole with-

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram for excitonic quantum Hall droplet
�EXQHD� with exciton number Nx=4 at filling factor �=2 and
�=1. Particles occupy the lowest Landau level �LLL� states of the
Fock-Darwin spectra for single electron and single hole at some
magnetic field. Filled �empty� triangles represent spin-down or
spin-up electrons �holes�.
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out changing the total angular momentum Ltot. As a result, an
excitonic QHD at �=2 involves a large number of configu-
rations even in the LLL approximation and is intrinsically
correlated. Theoretically, the question of what drives the spin
flips and whether the spin singlet excitonic �=2 droplet will
evolve toward the spin polarized �=1 droplet remains open.
Alternatively, we can ask how do hidden symmetries associ-
ated with operators Q+ and P+, and corresponding multipli-
cative states, survive in the presence of lateral confinement
and Zeeman energy. These questions are particularly timely
due to recent progress in self-assembled quantum dot spec-
troscopy in high magnetic fields.9,37 In this paper we attempt
to answer them by formulating a theory of excitonic quantum
Hall droplets.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the single-
particle properties and the model Hamiltonian of interacting
electrons and holes are introduced for InGaAs SADs. In Sec.
III, we discuss the ground states of EXQHD as a function of
applied magnetic field B, exciton number Nx, and spin. In
Sec. IV, we analyze the excitation spectra of �=2 EXQHD’s
classified by electron and hole spin polarizations and discuss
the characteristic spin-related emission spectra from
EXQHDs; we summarize our results in Sec. V.

II. THE MODEL HAMILTONIAN

A. Single particle properties

For a quasi-two-dimensional cylindrically symmetric
postannealed SAD, the confining potential can be modeled
by a two-dimensional �2D� parabolic confining potential,
V��r���= 1

2m�
*��

2r�
2 , where the subscript �=e /h denotes the

particle type, i.e., an electron or a valence hole, r��= �x� ,y��
is the position coordinate, m�

* is the effective mass, and the
confinement energy �� parametrizes the confinement
strength.9 The single-particle Fock-Darwin �FD� spec-
trum,26,39 corresponding to parabolic confining potential and

a perpendicular magnetic field �B� � z�� is a sum of the two
harmonic oscillators

�mn�
� = �+

��n +
1

2
� + �−

��m +
1

2
� + g�uBB� · �� , �1�

where n ,m=0,1 ,2 , . . . are harmonic oscillator quantum
numbers and �= ↑ /↓ is the spin. The energies �+/−

� are de-
fined as �+/−

� = 1
2 ���c,�

2 +4��
2 ±�c,��, where �c,�=eB /m�

* is
the cyclotron energy of particle �. The angular momentum of
the electron �hole� in state �m ,n� is given by Lmn

e =m−n
�Lmn

h =n−m�. The last term in Eq. �1� is the Zeeman term

given by Ez=g�uBB� ·�� = +g�uBB /2�−g�uBB /2� for particle
with spin �= ↑ ��= ↓ � in the presence of magnetic field, uB is
the Bohr magneton and ge/h is the g factor for electron/hole.
The value of exciton g factor gX	�ge+gh�
−3 is assumed
for InGaAs SADs.38 The energy gap between conduction and
valence band edge is not shown in Eq. �1� for brevity, and the
weak spin-orbit coupling is neglected here. In high magnetic
field, the FD states with the same quantum number n consti-
tute the �n+1�th LL of the 2D system and their energies
approach those of an ideal 2D system, E=�c�n+ 1

2
�. The LLL

states are those with quantum number n=0.

B. Many-particle Hamiltonian and configurations

The Hamiltonian of an interacting electron-hole system in
the language of second quantization reads

H = �
i

�i
eci

+ci + �
i

�i
hhi

+hi − �
ijkl

Vijkl
eh ci

+hj
+hkcl

+
1

2�
ijkl

Vijkl
ee ci

+cj
+ckcl +

1

2�
ijkl

Vijkl
hh hi

+hj
+hkhl, �2�

where i , j , k , l are the composite indexes of FD states �i
= �m ,n ,�, and the operators ci

+ �hi
+� and ci �hi� are the par-

ticle creation and annihilation operators for electron �hole�.
The expression Vijkl

���= �ni ,mi ;nj ,mj�V����nk ,mk ;nl ,ml
	��dr�1dr�2	i�r�1�*	 j�r�2�*�e2 / �4
��r�1−r�2���	k�r�2�	l�r�1� de-
notes the Coulomb matrix elements, with 	�r�� the wave
function of FD state and � the dielectric constant ��=15�0 is
taken for InGaAs�.8 EXQHD at filling factor �=2 ��=1� is
defined as the spin-unpolarized �spin-polarized� multi-
exciton state in which electrons and valence holes succes-
sively occupy the spin-up and spin-down �spin-up or spin-
down� conduction and valence states m=0,1 ,2 , . . . of the
LLL, respectively. Retaining only LLL states m with n=0 we
denote energies and Coulomb matrix elements as �m0

� →�m
�

and Vmi0,mj0,mk0,ml0
��� →Vmi,mj,mk,ml

��� , Vm,m,m,m
��� →V���

mm,d, and

Vm,m�,m,m�
��� →V���

mm�,x. Throughout this paper, we consider the
SADs with the typical value of the ratio V0 / t=1/ �2�2�

0.35, where V0	V0000

eh is the direct interaction between
two particles in s state �0,0� and t=�0

e +�0
h is the total kinetic

energy of both particles. This ratio reflects the relative
strength of particle-particle interactions to kinetic energy
quantization. The typical value of kinetic energy used in nu-
merical examples is t=4
 Ryd*, where the effective Rydberg
for the electron with the effective mass me=0.05m0 in In-
GaAs SADs is Ryd*
3 meV. We label the multi-exciton
state of EXQHD by the number of excitons Nx, the total
angular momentum of exciton complex Ltot, and the z com-
ponents of total spin of electrons Sz

e and holes Sz
h, i.e.,

�Nx ;Ltot ;Sz
e ;Sz

h. For the exciton complexes with zero z com-
ponent of total spin, we have Sz

h=−Sz
e and use only Sz

e for
labeling. The energy spectrum of the interacting Nx electrons
and holes is calculated by selecting a number Ns of lowest
energy single-particle states and constructing all possible
electron-hole configurations Nc corresponding to total angu-
lar momentum Ltot and the z components of total spin Sz.
Next the Hamiltonian matrix in a space of Nc configurations
is constructed and numerically diagonalized. For large matri-
ces, we employ the conjugated gradient algorithm to find the
low-lying eigenstates and eigenvalues with high accuracy.
The convergence of results is tested by increasing the num-
ber and choice of single particle basis. The numerical results
are used to support analytical results given whenever pos-
sible.

III. THE �=2 EXCITONIC QUANTUM HALL DROPLET

A. The �=2 excitonic quantum Hall droplet as a
correlated state

The noninteracting �=2 excitonic QHD is composed of
Nx electrons and holes occupying successive spin-up and
spin-down LLL states:
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�X� = 20 = �
m=0

N−1

hm↑
+ hm↓

+ �0�
k=0

N−1

ck↓
+ ck↑

+ �0 . �3�

This state, illustrated in Fig. 2�a�, is a product of the �
=2 droplet of electrons and a �=2 droplet of valence holes. It
is characterized by number of excitons Nx=2N, total angular
momentum Ltot=0, and total spin Sz

e=Sz
h=0. This state mini-

mizes total kinetic energy and contributes significantly to the
ground state of the interacting system. However, other con-
figurations which maintain the zero total angular momentum
and spin by simultaneously moving electrons and holes into
higher angular momentum orbitals m, illustrated in Fig. 2�b�,
contribute to the correlated ground state �X�=2:

�X� = 2 = A�X� = 20

+ �
�

�
m,p,m�,p�

Bm,p,m�,p�hp�
+

�hm��cp
+

−�cm−��X� = 20

+ ¯ , �4�

where the last summation is carried under the condition p
−m= p�−m�. Here configuration A corresponds to the �X�
=20 state while configurations B correspond to one-pair ex-
citations of electron and hole droplets, and higher-order
terms correspond to a higher number of pair excitations. The
configurations B have higher kinetic energy but lead to the
reduction of interaction energy and hence contribute to the
ground state wave function. As a result of the presence of
higher orbital states in the ground state due to correlations,
the electron and hole density should be smeared over many
orbitals. To illustrate this effect we construct all low-energy
states for Ltot=0 for Nx=4 eight-particle EXQHD, calculate
the Hamiltonian matrix in the space of these configurations,
and diagonalize it to obtain the ground state energy and wave
function. Figure 3 shows the distribution of the electron oc-
cupancy of the FD state �m ,0� of a �=2 EXQHD with Nx

=4, defined as ��m ,n�	�GS�cm,n
+ cm,n�GS, for a number of

values of magnetic field with �c,e /�e=0,2 ,4 ,8. The ��m�
plot approximates the radial distribution of charge density.

The results denoted by full bars in Fig. 3 were obtained by
including up to five LLL states m=0,1 , . . . ,4 in the calcula-
tion. The results shown with empty bars include the p+ �m
=0, n=1� state. For weak magnetic fields, particles might
occupy the p+ state and the LLL approximation is not appli-
cable �see Fig. 3�a��. At intermediate magnetic fields ��c,e

=2�e�, particles mainly occupy the two lowest LLL states
with Le=0, +1, resulting in compact charge density distribu-
tion �Fig. 3�b��. In the high magnetic fields with �c,e4�e,
the edge of the EXQHD turns out to be smeared out because
particles start to occupy higher LLL states �with Le= +2,
+3, . . .� �Figs. 3�c� and 3�d�� due to the mixing between con-
figurations, i.e., correlations. The correlations lower the en-
ergy of the �=2 EXQHD, increasing its stability.

B. The �=2 EXQHD and its stability against spin flip
excitations

The �=2 electronic droplet is unstable against spin flip
excitations. Due to the Pauli exclusion principle, electrons
have to move to higher orbitals to flip the spin. This costs the
kinetic energy but reduces direct electron repulsion and leads
to gains in Zeeman and exchange energies.25 Here we study
the stability of the excitonic droplet against spin flip excita-
tions. Figures 2�b� and 2�c� show examples of excited states
which involve spin flip. To understand the stability of the
EXQHD, we first analyze the energy of the state with both
electrons and holes in the singlet state �SS� with Sz

e=Sz
h=0.

We compare this zero angular momentum Ltot=0 SS state
with Ltot=0 spin-flip TT state, with two electrons and two
holes with parallel spins, Sz

e=−Sz
h=1. We assume EXQHD

with arbitrary number of electron-hole pairs Nx=2N and
approximate our states as �Nx=2N ;Ltot=0;Sz

e=0= �2N ;

FIG. 2. Relevant configurations of EXQHD with even number
of excitons Nx=2N for low-lying excitation spectrum.

FIG. 3. The distribution of the electron occupancy of the FD
state �m ,0� of a �=2 EXQHD with Nx=4 for four different mag-
netic fields with �c,e /�e=0, 2, 4, and 8. The �-m plot approximates
the radial distribution of charge density. The filled �empty� bars are
the results calculated without �with� the inclusion of the lowest state
�p+ state� of the second LL.
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SS ;a= �X�=20 and �Nx=2N ;Ltot=0;Sz
e=1= �2N ;TT

=hN↓
+ h�N−1�↑cN↑

+ c�N−1�↓�2N ;SS ;a. The schematic diagrams of
the two configurations are shown in Figs. 2�a� and 2�b�.

After some algebra, the energy of the EXQHD state
E�2N ;SS ;a�	EGS

�0��2N� can be expressed as a sum of nonin-
teracting “dressed” excitons:

E�2N;SS;a� = 2�
m=0

N−1

��m
X + �X�m�� . �5�

Here �m
X =�m

e +�m
h −Veh

mm,d indicates the kinetic and Cou-
lomb energy of a bare spin-up spin-down exciton in state
�m ,n=0� and �X�m� is dressed exciton self-energy. The fac-
tor of 2 is due to two possible spin components in the elec-
tron �hole� system. Making use of the charge neutrality and
assuming the similarity of wave functions for electrons and
for valence holes allows us to express the self-energy �X�m�
of the exciton at m by the sum of exchange self-energy of
electron and of valence hole �X�m�=−2�m�=0

�N−1Vmm�,x. The
factor of 2 arises because we count equal contributions from
electrons and holes, and the superscript of �� indicates m�
�m, i.e., we count only exchange of particles at m with a
different particle at m�.

In the same way we can directly evaluate the energy
E�2N ;TT� of the triplet-triplet spin flip state:

E�2N;TT� = EGS
�0��2N� + ��−

e + �−
h� − �Ez + ��X�N�

− �X�N − 1�� + �− Veh
NN,d + Veh

�N−1��N−1�,d� . �6�

The energy of the TT state differs from the energy of the
SS EXQHD state by kinetic, Zeeman, and interaction ener-
gies. We see that it costs a large amount of kinetic energy to
move the electron and hole up to the next orbital while we
gain a small amount of Zeeman energy by flipping spin. The
interaction correction consists of two terms, the self-energy
term and the electron-hole interaction term. We find that the
difference in exciton self-energy ��X�N�−�X�N−1���0 is
negative. This can be seen by writing the difference
��X�N�−�X�N−1�� = −2VN�N−1�,x+2�m�=0

N−2 �VN−1m�,x−VNm�,x�
in terms of an always negative contribution −2VN�N−1�,x and a
positive contribution +2�m�=0

N−2 �VN−1m�,x−VNm�,x�, which van-
ishes for large N. On the other hand, the strength of attractive
e-h interaction decreases with increasing m and so we always
have a positive contribution �Veh

�N−1��N−1�,d−Veh
NN,d�0. For

EXQHDs, the differences in self-energy and direct e-h inter-
action are comparable and cancel out to high degree. Hence
the kinetic energy and the electron-hole attraction oppose the
spin flip TT state from becoming the ground state while the
Zeeman and exchange effects drive it toward spin-polarized
state. This is in contrast with the electron droplet, where spin
flip is driven by exchange interaction and direct e-e repulsive
interactions in the form of the attractive interaction between
the electron in orbital N and the “quasi-hole” at N−1 left
behind in the �=2 droplet. This electron-“quasi-hole” attrac-
tion �or vertex correction� does not contribute to the energy
of the spin-flip state, Eq. �6�, of the excitonic droplet. To
understand the vanishing of vertex correction better we can

rewrite Eq. �6� as a difference of two charge neutral objects,
“dressed excitons,”

E�2N;TT� = EGS
�0��2N� + �̄N

X − �̄N−1
X . �7�

Here �̄m
X 	�m

X +�X�m� can be viewed as the energy of a
dressed exciton in the m state of the Nx-exciton droplet, and

�̄−
N−1	 �̄N

X − �̄N−1
X as the energy difference of the dressed ex-

citons in the adjacent states. The two dressed excitons, one of
which we created by moving the electron-valence hole pair
up to m=N, and the one consisting of a quasi-hole in elec-
tronic droplet, and a quasi-electron in the valence hole drop-
let at m=N−1, are neutral, and hence there is no attraction
between them.

As a result, �=2 EXQHDs should remain a stable ground
state in the high magnetic fields, with the only driving force
toward the spin polarized state being the Zeeman energy.
Beyond the one-configuration approximation, correlation
might affect the stability of �=2 EXQHD. However, corre-
lations appear in both of the SS �=2 and the spin-polarized
��2 EXQHDs and do not particularly favor the ��2 states.
By contrast, in an electronic droplet, a spin-up electron oc-
cupying inner orbital state is subjected to strong repulsion
�instead of attraction�, which favors the spin polarized �=1
droplet.

C. The �=2 excitonic quantum Hall droplet for odd number
of particles

Our analysis in the preceding section focused on excitonic
quantum Hall droplet with an even number of excitons Nx. A
similar but more complicated analysis can be carried out for
an odd number of excitons. This state �2N+1,a, illustrated
in Fig. 4, is a product of the odd electron number �=2 drop-
let of electrons and odd electron number �=2 droplet of
valence holes. The other relevant low-energy configurations
are also shown in Fig. 4. The Hamiltonian expanded in the
space of these configurations is discussed in detail in the
Appendix. It is unfortunately not as amenable to simple
analysis, hence we turn to numerical examples.

D. Numerical results

To illustrate and validate the analytical results obtained
above we compare the numerically calculated energies of the

FIG. 4. Relevant configurations of EXQHD with odd number of
excitons Nx=2N+1 and �Sz

e= 1
2 ,Sz

h=− 1
2

� for low-lying excitation
spectrum.
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even and odd number excitonic droplets in the �=2 state
with energies of states involving one spin-flip excitation in
electron and hole droplets. Figure 5 shows the calculated
energies of these two EXQHD states as a function of the
magnetic field for number of excitons Nx=1–8. The conver-
gence of results calculated using exact diagonalization is ob-
tained by increasing the number of single-particle states up
to six spin-degenerate SP states: the five LLL states �m=0,
n=0�, �1,0�,…,�4,0� and the p+ state �m=0, n=1� of the sec-
ond Landau level. All electron-hole configurations were con-
structed and classified by Ltot=0, Sz

e, and Sz
h. In the basis of

these configurations we diagonalized the Hamiltonian matrix
and calculated the lowest states for the Hilbert space
�Nx ,Ltot ,Sz

e ,Sz
h� employing a conjugated gradient algorithm.

To focus on the effect of interactions on the stability of
�=2 EXQHD, the Zeeman term is not included in the calcu-
lation for Fig. 5.

Numerical results show in Fig. 5 that the �=2 EXQHD,
unlike an electronic droplet, is a stable GS for exciton num-
ber and magnetic fields studied. This includes even and odd
number excitonic droplets.

Results shown in Fig. 5 are restricted to zero total angular
momentum space and to electronic states with symmetries of
the Hamiltonian. It is possible that there are electronic states
corresponding to lower “broken symmetry.” In extended sys-
tems these states would correspond to skyrmions and canted
phases.40–42 In finite systems with finite number of particles
the analogies of skyrmions and canted phases translate to a
number of complex phases.21,41 For skyrmions, the analogies
are “spin textures” recently observed in electronic droplets.36

We wish to stress that the single-particle basis employed here
allows for both the “spin textures” observed in electronic
droplets and for remnants of canted phases studied in double
quantum dots. Numerical results indicate that these states are
not ground states of the system.

Finally, to examine if the zero angular momentum �=2
EXQHD’s are truely stable GS’s, we use the six lowest LL
states to calculate numerically the states of the EXQHD’s
corresponding to higher total angular momenta. In Fig. 6 we
compare the lowest energy levels of the Ltot=0 �=2
EXQHD’s to the other lowest levels for increasing angular
momentum Ltot=1, . . . ,6, and all possible total spins for two
representative EXQHD’s with Nx=4 and 5. We find the �
=2 EXQHD’s to be a stable GS for at least �c,e�8�e. The
transition to a spin-polarized state takes place at very high
magnetic fields ��c,e /�e5� when the Zeeman term is taken
into account. Interestingly, these transitions are driven by the
competition of kinetic and Zeeman energies as if the system
was noninteracting.

IV. EMISSION SPECTRA AND EXCITATION SPECTRA OF
EXCITONIC QUANTUM HALL DROPLETS

The excitonic quantum Hall droplet and its spectrum of
excitations can be observed in emission spectra. The emis-
sion spectrum A�Nx ;�� from a Nx-exciton QHD is given by
Fermi’s golden rule,

A�Nx;�� = �
i,f

��Nx − 1; f �P−�Nx;i�2��Ei
Nx − Ef

Nx−1 − �� .

�8�

Here polarization operator P−=�m�hm−�cm� removes the
e-h pair with the same orbital quantum number and opposite
spin from the EXQHD. The recombination of the e-h pair
generates a photon with the energy � equal to the difference
of the energy of the initial state of the Nx-exciton, Ei

Nx, and
that of final state of the �Nx−1�-exciton complex, Ef

Nx−1. As-
suming fast relaxation of photoexcited e-h pairs, the initial
state is assumed to be the Nx-exciton GS. Since the angular
momentum of the GS of a Nx-exciton droplet is zero, only

FIG. 5. Calculated energy spectrum of the spin-unpolarized ��
=2� EXQHD and the spin-polarized state of EXQHD with one-
particle �an electron and a hole� spin-flip excitation in magnetic
fields for exciton number Nx=1,2 , . . . ,8. The �=2 states are found
as the ground state in all magnetic fields. The cyclotron frequency
�c,e=�e corresponds to magnetic field B
8.5 T for InGaAs SADs.

FIG. 6. Calculated energy spectrum of the Ltot=0,1 ,… ,6, all
total spin values EXQHD for Nx=4,5. Energies are measured from
Ltot=0 �=2 state. The �=2 states are found to be the ground state in
all magnetic fields studied.
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the final states with Ltot=0 can be involved in the optical
transition and are optically active.

Figure 7 shows the calculated emission spectra from EX-
QHD with different Nx=1,2 , . . . ,8 in the magnetic field with
�c,e=2�e. In the calculation, we take at least the four lowest
single-particle states to build excitonic configurations and
increase the cutoff energy until the converged results are ob-
tained. The numerical result shows that most high-intensity
PL peaks are located at high energies in the spectrum. They
involve the Nx-exciton GS and the �Nx−1�-exciton low-lying
excited states �Ltot=0�. We see that the high-energy emission
spectra for different even �odd� Nx’s show very similar fea-
tures. This is due to the simplicity of the electronic structure
of EXQHD. The following analysis is focused on two repre-
sentative cases: the emission from EXQHD with odd exci-
tons Nx=5 and with even excitons Nx=6. Starting with the
odd number of excitons we probe the excitation spectrum of
the even EXQHD, while starting from even EXQHD, we
probe the excitation spectrum of the odd EXQHD.

A. Emission from odd number of excitons

The emission spectrum of the excitonic droplet with an
odd number of excitons, e.g., Nx=5, probes the excitation
spectrum of the even exciton number EXQHD, e.g., Nx=4.
In Fig. 8�a� we show the numerically calculated excitation
spectrum of the EXQHD with Nx=4 as a function of the
magnetic field. Figure 8�b� shows an example of the emis-
sion spectrum from the Nx=5 EXQHD in the magnetic field
corresponding to cyclotron energy �c,e=2�e. For transpar-
ency, we take in the calculation few low-energy configura-
tions relevant to the high-energy emission peaks, i.e., one
configuration for the Nx=5 GS �5X ;GS= �5X ;a and the
low-energy configurations for Nx=4 states, truncated with
the cutoff energy �Ecut= ��−

e +�−
h�. In spite of the simplifi-

cation, the calculated emission spectrum shown in Fig. 8�b�
recovers most of the features of the spectrum of Fig. 7. The
excitation spectrum consists of many excited states with dif-
ferent spin and total angular momentum. The emission spec-

trum maps out the limited number of optically active states
of EXQHD with exciton number Nx−1=4, which we indi-
cate with solid lines in Figs. 8�a� and 8�c�.

The four PL peaks shown in 8�b� involve the SS GS and
the three excited four-exciton TT, ST/TS and SS excited
states classified by different electron and hole spin. Within
the one-configuration approximation, it is straightforward to
know the ratio of the PL peaks related to the SS GS, the TT,
ST/TS and SS excited states given by 4:5:2:1. The strongest
peak arises from two of the three-fold degenerate TT states.
The GS-to-GS transition yields the next high-intensity peak
with the highest energy equal to the chemical potential. The
peak involving the SS GS shown in Fig. 8�b� has higher
intensity than expected. This is because, beyond the one-
configuration approximation, the coupling between the two
SS configurations �4X ;SS ;a and �4X ;SS ;b leads to the en-
hancement of its intensity. By contrast, the coupling of con-
figurations results in the suppression of the intensity of the
PL peak, involving the other SS state, at lower energy. We
also see that each PL peak exhibits different dependence of
energy on B �Fig. 8�a��. The main peak related to the 4X SS
GS shows the weakest B-dependence while the energy of the
peak related to TT states is most sensitive to the magnetic
field.

Figure 9�a� shows the calculated emission spectra from
EXQHD with Nx=5 for different applied magnetic fields
with �c,e /�e=0,0.25, . . . ,4.0. In the calculation, as many
configurations as possible built by the four lowest single-
particle states are taken. The characteristic emission pattern
shown in Fig. 8�b� persists for high magnetic fields. In lower
magnetic fields �c,e��e, the crossing of the p and d states is
visible and leads to observable changes in the emission spec-
trum.

FIG. 7. Emission spectra from EXQHD with different Nx in the
magnetic field with �c,e=2�e. The high-energy spectra for different
Nx �marked by elliptic circles� show similar features due to the
simplicity of the electronic structure of EXQHD.

FIG. 8. �Color online� The excitation energy spectra of EXQHD
with �a� Nx=4 and �c� Nx=5 relative to its GS energy versus applied
magnetic fields and the emission spectrum from EXQHD with �b�
Nx=5 and �d� Nx=6 in the magnetic field with �c,e=2�e. The emis-
sion spectra map out the optically active final states, indicated with
thick solid lines in �a� and �c�.
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B. Emission from even number of excitons

Emission spectrum of the excitonic droplet with even
number of excitons, e.g., Nx=6, probes the excitation spec-
trum of the odd exciton number EXQHD, e.g., Nx=5. Figure
8�c� shows the numerically calculated excitation spectrum of
EXQHD with Nx=5. The 5�5 Hamiltonian matrix of the
five-exciton droplet shown in the Appendix generates four
optically active states. The magnetic field evolution of the
energy spectrum for EXQHD with Nx=5 shows the similar-
ity to that for Nx=4 shown in Fig. 8�a�. The emission spec-
trum from a EXQHD with even number Nx=6 maps out
those bright five-exciton states and Fig. 8�d� shows the emis-
sion spectrum for the magnetic field corresponding to �c

e

=2�e. In spite of the similarity of the excitation spectrum,
the emission pattern characterized by peak intensity shows
different features from that of the EXQHD with odd exciton
number. In particular, the PL peak arising from the GS-to-GS
transition has much higher intensity than the emission from
excited states. This is because the 5X GS, dominated by the
configuration �5X ;a, can be well approximated by the state
created by applying the polarization operator to the Nx=6 GS

for the topmost e-h pair, i.e., �5X ;GS
h2,↓c2,↑�6X ;GS.
This leads to the oscillator strength of the PL transition be-
tween the two GS’s very close to its maximum value, and
much larger than the emission from excited states.

Figure 9�b� shows the magnetic field evolution of the PL
spectra with Nx=6 shown in Fig. 9�d�. The numerically cal-
culated results for high magnetic fields are in agreement with
the simple analysis presented above. In lower magnetic fields
�c,e��e, the crossing of the p and d states is visible in the
high-energy part of the emission spectrum. In the low-energy
part the crossing of levels leads to level splitting/merging in
the emission spectrum.

The emission pattern characterized by intensities of
ground and excited states thus can be used to identify the
exciton number of EXQHD.

V. SUMMARY

In summary, we investigated the ground and excited
states, the stability against spin flips, and the optical emission
spectrum of the �=2 excitonic quantum Hall droplet in In-
GaAs SADs. In contrast with one-component electronic �
=2 droplets, the neutral excitonic quantum Hall droplet was
shown to be intrinsically correlated and stable against spin
flip excitations. The droplet was shown to be characterized
by a characteristic spin-related emission pattern sensitively
related to the even or odd exciton number. The emission
pattern is hoped to be treated as the fingerprint of the exci-
tonic quantum Hall droplet in experiments.
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APPENDIX: THE HAMILTONIAN MATRIX FOR Nx=2N+1

The Hamiltonian matrix for the EXQHD with Nx=2N
+1 in the basis of the configurations �2N+1;a, �2N
+1;b± 	��2N+1;b1± �2N+1;b2� /�2, and �2N+1;c± 
	��2N+1;c1± �2N+1;c2� /�2 �see Fig. 4� is given by

H�2N + 1� = �
�a�H�a �a�H�b +  �a�H�c +  �a�H�b −  0

�b + �H�a �b + �H�b +  �b + �H�c +  �b + �H�b −  0

�c + �H�a �c + �H�b +  �c + �H�c +  0 0

�b − �H�a �b − �H�b +  0 �b − �H�b −  0

0 0 0 0 �c − �H�c − 
� , �A1�

where the label Nx=2N+1 is omitted for brevity �e.g., �a denotes �Nx=2N+1;a�. The matrix elements in Eq. �A1� are
given by

FIG. 9. Emission spectrum from EXQHD with �a� Nx=5 and �b�
Nx=6 for different applied magnetic fields with �c,e /�e=0,
0.25, . . . ,4.0. Crossing of p and d orbitals in emission spectrum
from excitonic droplets is clearly seen.
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�a�H�a = EGS
�0��2N + 1� = 2�

m=0

N−1

��m
X + �X�m�� + �N

X + �X�N� ,

�b + �H�b +  = �b − �H�b − 

= EGS
�0��2N + 1� + ��̄−

N + �̄−
N−1�/2 + V�N−1�N,x,

�c + �H�c +  = �c − �H�c − 

= EGS
�0��2N + 1� + ��̄−

N + �̄−
N−1�/2 + 1

2 �V�N+1��N+1�,d

+ 4VNN,d + V�N−1��N−1�,d + 2V�N−1��N+1�,d

− 4V�N−1�N,d − 4VN�N+1�,d� + V�N−1�N,x,

�a�H�b +  = −
1
�2

�V�N−1�N,x + VN�N+1�,x� ,

�a�H�c +  = �2VN,N−1,N,N+1
eh ,

�a�H�b −  = −
1
�2

�V�N−1�N,x − VN�N+1�,x� ,

�b + �H�c +  = − 2VN,N−1,N,N+1
eh ,

and

�b + �H�b −  = − 1
2 ��̄−

N − �̄−
N−1� + VN�N+1�,x.

The 5�5 Hamiltonian matrix in Eq. �A1� generates five
five-exciton eigenstates: four optically active states and one
inactive state. The energy spectrum of the optically active
states versus magnetic fields is shown and indicated with
thick solid lines in Fig. 8�c�.
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